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What are Happy Cities?
• Diversity of housing types
• Low or no fences
• Green (and blue) space
• Close proximity to facilities e.g. schools, shops, job




Outcomes of Happy Cities
• psychotic disorders, including schizophrenia, are 
most common in neighbourhoods with the 
thinnest social networks.
• the more connected we are with family and 
community, the less likely we are to experience 
colds, heart attacks, strokes, cancer & depression.
• connected people sleep better at night. They are 
more able to tackle adversity. They live longer. 
They consistently report being happier.
Cities and streets
• 25-60 % urban land is motor vehicle infrastructure 
What are streets for?
• A street is a public thoroughfare in a built environment …... on which 
people may freely assemble, interact, and move about. 
• The word street is still sometimes used colloquially as a synonym for 
road …… but city residents and urban planners draw a crucial modern 




• A street that works for people is a 
street that is good for health
• Towns and cities everywhere are 
facing the challenge of keeping 
communities healthy and happy
• Healthy Streets™ is an evidence-
based approach for creating fairer, 
sustainable, attractive urban spaces





Traffic levels: 16,000, 
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“My street is a car thoroughfare”
“Lived here over 35 years, a 
decline in people talking to 
neighbours and children playing”
HEAVY(8,400-14,000 vpd)
2.1 average connections
“Most people get out and 





“We have great neighbours 
and live in a safe street”
“I enjoy talking with my 
neighbours”




• What can we learn about community (incl streetscape) from 
post-earthquake Christchurch
• Interviews with residents, leaders, stakeholders 
• Density, Socio-economic status, accessibility, environment, urban form
• Results





• Intimate streets – cul-de-sacs, laneways, back sections
• “Our street is wide so we don’t know each other”
• “People get into their cars and go to work and then come home press the little button for their 
garage door and they go inside to their private spaces never once turning around”

Streets
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garage door and they go inside to their private spaces never once turning around”
• Walkable – safe, attractive and connected
• “Because walking somewhere you see people and that is really important to us to see people 
and have that eye contact and being human together”
• “It can take a long time to get to the shops unlike the places with fences and garages”
• Green – presence of trees
Christchurch
Proximity and urban design
• Local - community hubs, library, pools, parks, recreation areas
• “If you have to get in your car it’s not local”
• Bumping places - schools, shops, street furniture
• “The school was the only bumping place for Phillipstown and then the Ministry closed it, the 
constancy in the children’s lives.  The Ministry did not see the school as a community hub or the 
importance for the community”
• Gathering places - churches, pubs, cafes




Christchurch (Alan Jamieson) 
Bumping spaces



























• Streets are not just for motor vehicles
• Local streets can, and should, be recreation spaces
• Traffic speed and volume are key deterrents to recreational uses
• Need shift in thinking about streetspace
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